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ore interior
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e
Abstrat
Geostrophi jets propagating as Alfvén waves are shown to arise in a rapidly rotating
spherial shell permeated by a magneti eld among the transient motions set up by
an impulsive rotation of the inner ore. These axially invariant motions evolve on a
time-sale whih is short ompared to the magneti diusion time. The numerial
study is taken as illustrative of a more general point: on suh a fast time-sale the
dimensionless number appropriate to ompare the rotation and magneti fores is
independent of the magneti diusivity in ontrast with the often used Elsasser
number. Extension of the analysis to non-axisymmetrial motions is supported by
published studies of dynamo models and magneti instabilities.
Key words: Earth's ore, Magneto-hydrodynami waves, geomagneti eld, ore
ow
1 Introdution
For the last ten years, numerial simulations of the dynamo proess in the
Earth's ore have muh hanged the views on the interplay between magneti
and rotation fores. In partiular, olumnar ows almost invariant in the dire-
tion parallel to the rotation axis and loalized outside the imaginary ylinder
tangent to the inner ore have been found very often even though the Elsasser
number Λ, lassially used to estimate the ratio of magneti to rotation fores,
is of order 1 or larger (see e.g. Olson et al. (1999); Grote and Busse (2001)).
Alignment parallel to the rotation axis is aused by the predominane of ro-
tation fores. Aordingly, olumnar ows had been ontemplated previously
in the ontext of weak-eld models (Λ≪ 1) alone (Busse, 1975). The strong
eld regime (Λ = O(1)) was illustrated by mean-eld dynamo solutions, in
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whih the azimutal angular veloity showed instead large shears in the di-
retion parallel to the rotation axis (Braginsky, 1978; Hollerbah and Jones,
1993; Jault, 1995). These early solutions were either steady or slowly varying
on the magneti diusion time in sharp ontrast with the urrent generation
of dynamo solutions.
With large magneti elds, as measured by Λ, only the geostrophi part of the
veloity eld, symmetri about the rotation axis, was expeted to be invari-
ant in the diretion parallel to the rotation axis. Braginsky (1970) singled out
these motions in the ontext of magnetostrophi equilibrium, haraterized by
the insigniane of inertial and visous fores ompared to magneti, rota-
tion and pressure fores. He found that as these azimutal veloities shear the
magneti eld, they are subjet to a restoring fore, provided by the magneti
eld, that ensures wave propagation. This is the mehanism of Alfvén waves
and indeed geostrophi veloities in a rotating spherial shell permeated by a
magneti eld obey an equation of Alfvén wave type save for geometrial fa-
tors. Braginsky (1970) assigned these torsional Alfvén waves to perturbations
with respet to a slowly evolving basi state haraterized by the anella-
tion of the total ation of magneti fores on the geostrophi ylinders. That
desription sets the geostrophi veloities apart. My aim, in this paper, is to
defend another explanation for the emergene of torsional Alfvén waves that
an be generalized to nonaxisymmetri motions, suh as the almost axially in-
variant vorties found in reent geodynamo solutions haraterized by strong
but rapidly utuating magneti elds. Other examples are outlined in the
disussion part.
In the next setion, I introdue the two dimensionless numbers Λ and λ that
measure the relative strength of the magneti and rotation fores, within a
rapidly rotating body permeated by a magneti eld. I argue that on fast
diusionless time-sales, the appropriate number is λ. This is illustrated in the
third setion, whih onstitutes the main body of the artile. The ompetition
between magneti and rotation fores is studied in a rapidly rotating spherial
shell immersed in a magneti eld. Speially, the axisymmetrial transient
motions set-up by an impulsive rotation of the inner ore are investigated for
dierent values of λ and the Elsasser number. This is followed by a general
disussion, where dierent problems are listed for whih λ rather than Λ is
appropriate to ompare magneti and rotation fores. The paper ends with
onluding remarks.
2 Lehnert versus Elsasser numbers
Elsasser (1946) argued that the magneti eld in the Earth's ore saturates
when the magneti fore beomes omparable to the Coriolis fore and sug-
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gested the harateristi strength
B =
(
2Ωρ
σ
)1/2
, (1)
where Ω is the angular veloity, ρ is the density and σ is the eletrial on-
dutivity. The Elsasser number,
Λ =
σB2
Ωρ
, (2)
has subsequently been used to measure the relative strength of Coriolis and
magneti fores. In order to derive the relationship (1), the eletrial urrent
density j is estimated as σUB. This is obviously not valid when magneti
diusion is negligible ompared to indution (j ≪ σUB).
Conversely, magneti diusion does not enter the physis of plane magneto-
hydrodynami waves, of length-sale l that Lehnert (1954) studied. He used
another dimensionless number χ0 = λ
−1
, with
λ =
B
Ω(µρ)1/2l
, (3)
to measure the relative strength of magneti and rotation fores. The param-
eter λ, hereinafter referred to as the Lehnert number, an be dened as the
ratio, in a rapidly rotating and eletrially onduting uid permeated by a
magneti eld, of the period of the inertial waves to the period of the Alfvén
waves. Thus, the typial frequeny of diusionless Alfvén waves is λΩ and the
relationship
λ≪ 1 (4)
states that rotation fores dominate over magneti fores on fast time-sales.
Cardin et al. (2002) argued that both Λ and λ are important to haraterize
geodynamo models.
In the spherial ase, it is onvenient to speify λ using the outer radius a as
the length-sale l in the denition (3). Denoting by EM the magneti Ekman
number η/Ωa2 and by E the ordinary Ekman number ν/Ωa2,the relationship,
EM + E ≪ λ, (5)
ensures that Alfvén waves are not rapidly damped by either magneti or vis-
ous diusion (ν and η are respetively the visous and magneti diusivities).
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Figure 1. Field lines of the imposed poloidal axisymmetri eld.
Indeed, the ratio of λ to E + EM is the Lundquist number S whih indi-
ates how far Alfvén waves propagate before they are quenhed by diusion
(Roberts, 1967). The two numbers λ and Λ are related through the magneti
Ekman number:
λ2 = ΛEM . (6)
The value of λ appropriate to the Earth's ore is of the order of 3. × 10−5 −
2. × 10−4. Indeed, λ = 10−4 orresponds to a magneti eld strength in the
ore interior of the order of 3. mT. Usually quoted values range from 1. mT
(Christensen and Aubert, 2006) to 4. mT (Starhenko and Jones, 2002). Using
EM = 4.× 10−9 yields S of the order of 104 − 5.× 104.
3 Axisymmetri motions spawned in a spherial avity by a sudden
impulse of the spin of the inner ore
The hange of the relative strengths of the magneti and rotation fores a-
ording to frequeny is well illustrated by the ontrast between transient and
steady ows in a dierentially rotating spherial shell in the presene of a mag-
neti eld. Stati solutions have been published in the ase of dipolar magneti
eld and small dierential rotation, for whih the struture of the ow has been
desribed aording to the Elsasser number (Hollerbah, 1994; Dormy et al.,
1998). Kleeorin et al. (1997) have theoretially investigated steady linear so-
lutions when the imposed magneti eld is potential and has dipole parity.
They have identied several asymptoti regimes aording to values of the El-
sasser number in the small Ekman number limit. Let us now study transient
strutures.
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3.1 Model and governing equations
Consider an eletrially onduting homogeneous uid oupying a spherial
shell that is immersed in an imposed steady magneti eld. The ratio of the
inner shell radius b to the outer radius a is b/a = 0.35 as in the Earth's ore.
The solid inner ore has the same eletrial ondutivity as the uid and the
outer boundary is insulating. The uid is rotating with the onstant angular
veloity Ω. The imposed magneti eld is hosen as:
B=B0∇× (Aeφ) (7)
A= (j1(β11r)− 0.3j1(β12r))P 11 (cos θ)− 0.2 j3(β31r)P 13 (cos θ) (8)
where (r, θ, φ) are spherial oordinates, P 1l are Legendre funtions, (jl)l is
the set of spherial Bessel funtions of the rst kind and βln is the nth root
of jl−1(β) = 0. The basi eld, whih is shown in gure 1, has been hosen
with the aim of modelling torsional osillations in the Earth's uid ore. In
this ontext, the important quantity (Braginsky, 1970) is
{B2s}(s) =
1
2π(zT − zB)

∮
zT∫
zB
B2sdzdφ

 , (9)
evaluated on geostrophi ylinders of radius s and of top and bottom z-
oordinates respetively zT and zB. Obviously, the hoie (8) is arbitrary.
In ontrast with the Earth's ase and with the basi state used by Braginsky
(1980) to model torsional osillations, {B2s} vanishes at s = a beause of the
imposed dipole symmetry with respet to the equatorial plane. Axisymmetry
makes {B2s} = 0 at s = 0 in ontrast with the geophysial ase again. In
view of the present study, the main harateristis of the eld B dened by
(8) are that it is neither parallel to the rotation axis nor rapidly dereasing
with radius as are urrent-free dipole elds. The results presented below do
not depend on the details of the geometry of B.
Study the evolution of the veloity eld u and of the magneti eld deviation
b after an impulsive inrease of the angular rotation ωb of the inner ore,
postulating symmetry about the axis of rotation and dipole symmetry about
the equatorial plane:
ur(r, π − θ, φ)= ur(r, θ, φ), uθ(r, π − θ, φ) = −uθ(r, θ, φ),
uφ(r, π − θ, φ)= uφ(r, θ, φ), br(r, π − θ, φ) = −br(r, θ, φ), (10)
bθ(r, π − θ, φ)= bθ(r, θ, φ), bφ(r, π − θ, φ) = −bφ(r, θ, φ).
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The amplitude of the initial impulse Ωb is assumed to be small enough so that
the subsequent evolution of the dynamis is independent of Ωb within a saling
fator. Using B0 as unit of magneti eld, a as length-sale and a(µρ)
1/2/B0
as unit of time, the elds u and b are governed by the following linearised
equations in the uid region:
∂u
∂t
+ 2λ−1e
z
× u=−∇p + (∇×B)× b+ (∇× b)×B
+PmλΛ
−1∇2u , (11)
∂b
∂t
=∇× (u×B) + λΛ−1∇2b, (12)
where Pm = ν/η is the magneti Prandtl number. The eld b is dened also
in the inner solid region where:
∂b
∂t
= λΛ−1∇2b. (13)
Note that the steady-state solutions depend only on the two parameters Λ
and E. The veloity boundary onditions
u=0 , r = a (14)
u= s ωb(t) = sΩb δ(t− t0), r = b (15)
are written using the Dira δ funtion and are appropriate to rigid boundaries.
The set of equations (11) and (12) is disretized and time-stepped from an
initial state of rest:
u = b = 0 (16)
The Dira δ funtion is approahed as:
1√
πǫ
e−(t−t0)
2/ǫ. (17)
It is a result of the simulations below that the solutions are independent of
the parameter ǫ provided that its value is set small enough.
A poloidal/toroidal deomposition
u=uφeφ +∇× (upeφ) (18)
b= bφeφ +∇× (bpeφ) (19)
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(a) (b)
() (d)
Figure 2. Contours of the indued azimutal magneti eld for λ = 1.72 × 10−4,
Λ = 0.52, E = EM = 5.7 × 10−8 drawn at t = 8.6 × 10−3(a), t = 1.72 × 10−2(b),
t = 3.44× 10−2() and t = 6.88× 10−2(d). The ontour intervals and the frame size
are idential in all frames. The inner sphere boundary is indiated with a thik line.
is employed. The variables are expanded in assoiated Legendre funtions, i.e.
uφ(s, θ) =
lmax∑
l=0
ulφ(s)P
1
2l+1(cos θ) (20)
and then disretized in radius. The minimum trunation level lmax is 120
whereas at least 450 unevenly spaed points are used in the radial diretion.
3.2 Formation and propagation of geostrophi jets
Let us examine a typial sequene of solutions for a small value of λ. Following
the initial impulse, an almost geostrophi shear sets up, after a few revolutions,
at the ylindrial surfae tangent to the inner ore, hereafter referred to as tan-
gent ylinder. Indution of an azimutal magneti eld loalized at the tangent
ylinder (ompare the snapshot (a) to the snapshot (b) in gure 2 ours about
the end of this period during whih the veloity eld beomes axially invariant.
It starts from a soure at the equator of the inner ore. The last two panels
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(a) (b)
(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Figure 3. Contours of onstant angular veloity for λ = 1.72 × 10−4, Λ = 0.52,
E = EM = 5.7 × 10−8 drawn at t = 8.6 × 10−2(a), t = 0.26(b), t = 0.52() and
t = 1.03(d). The ontour intervals are respetively ∆ω, ∆ω/2, ∆ω/5 and ∆ω/10 in
the frames a, b,  and d in order to ompensate for the attenuation of the veloities.
of gure 2 illustrates the following period during whih meridional eletrial
urrents parallel to the tangent ylinder intensify and loop further and further
away from the tangent ylinder. This is the most notieable feature before
the geostrophi shear splits up. The outer shear readily transforms into a jet
propagating away from the tangent ylinder towards larger ylindrial radii.
Thereafter, the veloity within the jet beomes more and more invariant along
z as time elapses (gure 3). On the other side of the tangent ylinder, a seond
shear propagates towards the axis of rotation. Its propagation veloity slows
down as Bs dereases to 0 on the axis. In the event, the inner shear transforms
also into a jet. The omparison (gure 4) with a seond sequene of solutions
for the same value of λ but for Λ multiplied by a fator of 12.5 indiates that
the dynamis outside the tangent ylinder is almost independent of Λ. The
ow remains geostrophi even though Λ is O(1). Note that steady ows do
not reprodue this feature. Figure 5 shows zonal ows driven by rotating the
inner sphere at a onstant rate for the two values of Λ used to alulate the
transient solutions. For the largest value of Λ, the angular veloity ontours
are not parallel to the rotation axis and tend instead to follow the magneti
eld lines, as presribed by Ferraro's law of isorotation. Steady solutions are
established after a period lasting a few time units λ−1Ω−1 during whih the
8
(a) (b)
() (d)
Figure 4. Same as gure 3 for λ = 1.72 × 10−4, Λ = 6.5, E = 1.42 × 10−8,
EM = 4.5 × 10−9 and same progression of ontour intervals.
(a) (b)
Figure 5. Steady azimuthal ow indued by rotating the inner and outer boundaries
at slightly dierent rates. Contours of onstant angular veloity for E = 4.5× 10−7
and Λ = 0.52 (a) Λ = 6.5 (b).
ow is geostrophi.
The outer geostrophi jet has nite width δ in the limit ǫ→ 0 (see expression
(17) for the denition of ǫ). Investigating the variation of δ with λ, E, and
EM gives an useful insight into the mehanism of generation of the geostrophi
motions. Here δ is arbitrarily dened as the distane along s between the two
9
Figure 6. Saling of the width δ of the outer geostrophi jet with respet to the
number λ. The magneti Prandtl number is Pm = 1 and the Ekman number is
E = 5.7×10−8 (rosses) or E = 2.85×10−8 (+ signs). A line of slope −1/4 is shown
for omparison.
Figure 7. Saling of the width δ of the outer geostrophi jet with respet to the
Lundquist number S† = λ/EM . The magneti Prandtl number is Pm = 1 and λ is
4.3 × 10−5 (✸), 8.6 × 10−5 (×), 1.72 × 10−4 (◦), 3.44 × 10−4 (+), 6.88 × 10−4 (✷).
A line of slope −1/4 is shown for omparison.
ylinders, on both sides of the geostrophi jet, where the angular veloity has
half its maximum value. For the range of parameters that has been extensively
explored, the outer layer is always well haraterized from t = 0.17 onwards.
Results are reported for this time. Keeping E onstant and Pm = 1, it is found
10
Figure 8. Thikness δ of the outer geostrophi jet with respet to P−1m for Pm ≤ 1.
and various λ: λ = 4.3 × 10−5 (irles), λ = 8.6 × 10−5 (rosses), λ = 1.72 × 10−4
(+ signs), λ = 3.44 × 10−4 (squares).
that δ varies as λ−1/4 (see gure 6). For xed values of λ and Pm = 1, δ varies
as E
1/4
M . This is illustrated by the gure 7. Indeed, assuming δ ∼ λ−1/4, the
power law δ ∼ E1/4M an simply be written:
δ ∼
(
S†
)−1/4
(21)
using the Lundquist number S† = λ(EM)
−1
. Thus, the width δ is independent
of the angular veloity Ω. We are interested by results for Pm < 1 sine ν ≪ η
in the geophysial ase and in laboratory experiments as well. Dereasing Pm
from Pm = 1, a slight dependene of δ on Pm is found (gure 8). Extension of
the relationship (21) to solutions for Pm < 1 is supported by these results.
The outer geostrophi jet is radiated from the tangent ylinder, whih touhes
the inner ore on its equatorial irle. There, both the rotation vetor and the
magneti eld are parallel to the inner ore surfae and the Ekman-Hartmann
visous boundary layer adjaent to the inner ore is singular. Thus, it is in-
strutive to investigate the inuene of the strength of the magneti eld at
the singularity. For this purpose, an axial uniform eld an be added to the
magneti eld dened by (8). It is found that the jet is muh thikened if the
two elds anel out at the singularity. Then, the relationship (21) does not
hold. On the other hand, it is also found - in the narrow parameter range
whih has been investigated - that the layer shrinks as [Bz(b, 0)]
−1/4
as the ax-
ial magneti eld adjaent to the equatorial ring of the inner ore is inreased.
Taking this result at its fae value, the magneti eld strength entering the
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relationship (21) would be Bz(b, 0). Putting these results together, it appears
that the magneti struture adjaent to the equator of the inner ore plays
a signiant role in the emergene of the two propagating shear layers. The
transformation of the outer shear layer into an independent jet detahed from
the inner ore is promoted by the axial magneti eld.
One the outer jet is formed, its time evolution is given by the equations of
Braginsky (1970), whih satisfy angular momentum onservation. It is possible
to estimate the angular momentum A(t) = s2
√
1− s2δuφ(s) arried by the
outer jet from the width δ. For the solutions that have been investigated, A
does not hange throughout the propagation of the jet. The strength Bs of the
magneti eld sheared by the jet dereases with s to 0 at s = 1. Thus, the jet
slows down as it approahes the outer sphere equator, whih it never reahs.
The saling (21) has impliations for the oupling between the axial rotation
of the Earth's solid inner ore and torsional osillations (Buett and Mound,
2005). The time unit λ−1Ω−1 orresponds to 1-10 years for geophysial appli-
ations. A harateristi time
(
S†
)−1/4
(λΩ)−1 an be derived from the length
δ and the Alfvén wave veloity λΩa. It orresponds to the inner ore rotation
period below whih dissipative proesses at the tangent ylinder are impor-
tant. Using a geophysial estimate for S†, the oupling mehanism presented
above between the rotation of the inner ore and torsional Alfvén waves is
found to be eient on periods longer than a few months. Investigation of
magneti elds with non-dipole symmetry will be a natural follow-up of this
study.
Finally, keeping S† onstant and inreasing λ, it is found that the strutures
radiated from the tangent ylinder lose their geostrophi harater for λ ∼
10−2.
4 Disussion
Let us now examine to what extent the parameter λ is also appropriate to
omment on the geometry of fast motions in other problems haraterized by
rapid rotation and magneti eld.
4.1 Axially invariant hydromagneti instabilities ourring at small Lehnert
number
We an disriminate between two approahes that have been followed to study
the stability of a magneti eld in a rotating sphere aording to the parameter,
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either λ or Λ, used to ompare magneti and rotation fores. Malkus (1967)
reently followed by Zhang et al. (2003) studied hydromagneti waves in a non-
dissipative uid (Λ → ∞). As a result, they wrote the ondition for stability
as a relationship involving the Lehnert number λ, whih has to exeed values
of the order unity. Zhang and Fearn (1994) foused on the rapid rotation limit
(λ→ 0) instead. Then, the onset of instability ours for a ritial value of the
Elsasser number Λc. In aordane with the above disussion on the geometry
of the motions in the limit (λ → 0), they found that the (non-axisymmetri)
instability is haraterized by nearly two-dimensional olumnar uid motions
despite Λc being O(10).
This result stands when the instabilities are thermally driven. Zhang (1995)
foused his study of rotating onvetion in the presene of an axisymmetrial
toroidal magneti eld on the limit (E → 0), whih amounts to (λ → 0) for
nite values of the Elsasser number Λ. The magneti Prandtl number is set to
1 and the ontrol parameters are thus Λ together with a Rayleigh number. The
uid motions, in the limit (E → 0), are almost two-dimensional showing only
slight variations along the diretion of the rotation axis whilst Λ is O(1− 10).
The solutions of Olson and Glatzmaier (1995) (outside the ylindrial surfae
tangent to the inner ore), Walker and Barenghi (1997) (their gures 6f, 7f,
8f, 9f) for dierent basi states and Zhang and Jones (1996) (their gure 4)
for κ/η ≪ 1, where κ is thermal diusivity, all present similar features.
4.2 Columnar ow struture in geodynamo models
Obviously, the numbers λ and Λ are less diretly relevant to studies of dynamo
simulations than to investigations of models with imposed large-sale magneti
eld. These two estimates of the magneti eld strength ome out as output
of the numerial runs instead of being among the initial parameters. It is nev-
ertheless true that realisti values of λ are reahed in numerial models of the
geodynamo as λ does not involve diusivities. Thus, Christensen and Aubert
(2006) onduted a statistial analysis of a set of geodynamo models and esti-
mated a parameter dened as λ, using the shell depth as the length-sale l in
(3). Their results orrespond to λ varying from 7× 10−3 to 3× 10−2, keeping
the ore radius as length-sale. Christensen and Aubert (2006) found that the
narrow range of λ values ontrasts with the wide variations of Λ. They also
remarked that measuring the relative strength of magneti and rotation fores
ating in geodynamo models with the Elsasser number Λ does not reet the
fat that the Lorentz fore depends on the length sale of the magneti eld
whereas the Coriolis fore is independent of the length sale of the veloity
eld. Conversely, omparing typial periods of the Alfven waves to typial
periods of the inertial waves shows that the relative importane of the mag-
neti fore augments with dereasing length sales (see the expression (3) of
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λ ). In their previous systematial parameter study, Christensen et al. (1999)
had found only one ase with strong deviations from olumnarity (Λ = 14,
EM = 6× 10−5, λ = 3× 10−2). Together, these results are onsistent with the
statement that the extent to whih rotation aets the struture of the ow
depends on λ, the motions remaining olumnar up to λ = O(3× 10−2).
4.3 Torsional osillations in onvetive dynamo models
Convetion olumns an exite time-dependent geostrophi motions in dy-
namo models through magneti and Reynolds stresses. This has been illus-
trated by Dumberry and Bloxham (2003). They separated the axisymmetri
azimutal veloity eld obtained from the geodynamo model of Kuang and Bloxham
(1999) - E = EM = 4×10−5, Pr = 1 and stress-free boundary onditions - into
a mean ow plus a utuating omponent. They showed that the quasi-stati
azimutal winds have large gradients in the z-diretion. On the other hand,
Dumberry and Bloxham (2003) emphasized the axial invariane of the time-
varying zonal ows. Their nding that, outside the tangent ylinder, the whole
length of the geostrophi ylinders aelerates azimutally as if they were rigid
on time-sales τ ∼ 0.1 τD is in line with the small value of λ in this numerial
experiment (τD magneti diusion time). Indeed, using B ∼ 2(2Ωµρη)1/2 (see
g. 10 of Kuang and Bloxham (1999)), we infer Λ ∼ 10 and λ ∼ 2×10−2. These
geostrophi motions are not Alfvén waves as Reynolds stresses and visous
fores are as important as the magneti fores in the balane of fores ating
on the geostrophi ylinders. More reently and with Earth-like no-slip bound-
ary onditions, Takahashi et al. (2005) argued indeed that the Ekman number
has to be dereased down to E = 8× 10−6 to make the visous torque ating
on the geostrophi ylinders negligible and the magneti torque predominant.
Finally, for the same value of E as Takahashi et al. (2005), but with stress-free
boundary onditions and small Prandtl number Pr = 0.1, Busse and Simitev
(2005) found a dynamial state where the magneti torques on geostrophi
ylinders aount for most of the geostrophi aeleration. Extrating the av-
erage magneti eld strength from the gure 18 of Busse and Simitev (2005)
gives λ ∼ 5 × 10−3 - well in the domain λ ≪ 1 - and Λ ∼ 3. The result
that magneti fores dominate over Reynolds stresses in the balane of fore
ating on the geostrophi ylinders an be related to the observation that the
magneti energy is muh stronger than the kineti energy in this solution.
Thus, sequenes where geostrophi motions behave as torsional osillations
begin to be deteted in onvetive dynamo models. That requires λ ≪ 1 -
to obtain time-dependent geostrophi motions, observed for λ ∼ 2 × 10−2 by
Dumberry and Bloxham (2003) -, small E and, presumably, kineti energy
weaker than magneti energy. In these studies, there is no evidene that the
quantity {B2s} measuring the intensity of the magneti eld sheared by the
geostrophi motions and the geostrophi veloities evolve on separate time-
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sales. Further work is needed to deide what kind of models (fully onsistent
dynamo models with poor separation of sales versus models inorporating a
steady eld) better desribes the Earth's ore dynamis.
4.4 Torsional osillations and Taylor states
In this artile, torsional osillations are onsidered as part of the rapid mo-
tions that are dominated by rotation beause magneti diusion is negligible.
Braginsky (1970) had a dierent line of arguments. He attributed torsional
osillations to departures from a dynami equilibrium where the net torque
of the Lorentz fore on any geostrophi ylinder is zero (Taylor, 1963). This
ondition has to be met, in spherial geometry, when only the Coriolis, pres-
sure, buoyany and magneti fores are taken into aount (MAC balane).
It is frequently referred to as a Taylor state. It desribes a dynamo regime
on the long time-sale for whih magneti diusion is important. Reinstating
the aeleration of geostrophi motions ∂uφ(s)/∂t in the equation for azimutal
veloities, it has been possible to exhibit invisid solutions of the model-Z of
Braginsky (1978) that are in a Taylor state (Jault, 1995). However, this is
almost the unique instane where a onnetion between torsional osillations
and idealized Taylor states has been vindiated. Geodynamo numerial mod-
els showing torsional osillations that keep bringing bak the magneti eld
towards a Taylor state have not yet been found. The two viewpoints dier in-
sofar nonzonal rapid motions are onsidered. I envision here that they are also
onstrained by rotation being almost z-invariant whereas Braginsky (1970)
made no preditions on the geometry of these motions.
5 Conluding remarks
Fousing a numerial study on the transient motions spawned by an impulse
in the rotation of the inner boundary of a rapidly rotating spherial shell
immersed in a magneti eld with dipole symmetry, I have doumented the
emergene of geostrophi jets from the ylindrial surfae that touhes the
inner ore at its equator, irrespetively of the value of the Elsasser number.
Both the poloidal motions, of whih the vortiity is aligned along eφ, and the
toroidal motions with shear in the z diretion are rapidly eliminated. The
geostrophi layers travel with the veloity λaΩ and are governed, outside the
tangent ylinder, by the equations written by Braginsky (1970). The jet width
sales as
(
S†
)−1/4
. This estimate yields the frequeny below whih osillations
of the solid ore are ommuniated to torsional Alfvén waves in the uid shell.
Using Earth-like parameters, it orresponds to a period of a few months. This
study gives an illustration of the key role played - for fast ows - by the
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parameter λ - independent of magneti diusivity - put forward by Lehnert
(1954). Conversely, λ is not appropriate to study steady solutions as it annot
be derived from the two parameters Λ and E that haraterize the stati
problem.
In the same spirit, I have been able to base a disussion of earlier numerial
studies of magneti instabilities and dynamos in rotating shells on that pa-
rameter λ. I suggest that the smallness of λ in some of these studies is the
reason for the ourrene of olumnar motions aligned parallel to the axis of
rotation and also of geostrophi ows evolving as Alfvén waves. From these
earlier studies, I antiipate that the results presented here an be extended to
the nonaxisymmetri ase.
Thus, the parameter λ, instead of the Elsasser number Λ , is the appropri-
ate parameter to ompare magneti and rotation fores when ows evolving
on time-sales muh shorter than the magneti diusion time are onsidered.
As the value of λ appropriate to the Earth's uid ore is O(10−4), I advo-
ate that motions in the ore interior with fast diusionless time-sales are
approximately z-independent and olumnar with vortiity aligned parallel to
the rotation axis. That paves the way for dynamial studies of the ows re-
sponsible for the seular variation of the Earth's magneti eld, generalizing
to all fast motions what has already been ahieved for the geostrophi, axially
symmetri ones (Zatman and Bloxham, 1997).
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